Invitation to Attend a Talk by

DIANE M. DOBERNECK,
Research Specialist with National Collaborative for the Study of University Engagement

What: “Engaged Scholarship in Promotion and Tenure”

Institutional leaders often advocate for the faculty roles and rewards system to include and recognize engaged scholarship as a valued form of faculty work. While the imperative for such changes is clear, there is little agreement on how engaged scholarship can or should be integrated into promotion and tenure. Learn about different revisions in P&T policy nationally and consider how some of these ideas might be useful at Northern Illinois University.

Who: NIU faculty, Deans, Department Chairs

When: November 5, 2012

Where: Sky Room, HSC

TO REGISTER PLEASE RSVP TO:

ENGAGE@NIU.EDU

Jointly Hosted By:

Course Transformation Project & Outreach, Engagement, & Information Technologies Division